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SGA freezes the budgets
of several student clubs
By Ed Ward
The
Society
for
the
Advancement of Management
Science (S.A.M.S.), the
Philosophy club, the Psychology
club and the Gay And Lesbian
Association (G.A.L.A.) will all
find themselves without funds
when they check their accounts
this week. Their funds were
frozen by a decision made by a
10-3-1 vote of the SGA Congress
at their meeting Tuesday night
S GA President Deborah
Sammons proposed the action
because she had not recieved a
complete list of officers and
phone numbers from these clubs.

She reported that she had put
messages in the club mailboxes
but they have not responded.
During the meeting Attorney
General Richard DeRosa stated in
response to opposition, "It's not
(SGA's) responsibility to track
down these people." SGA advisor
Timothy Millerick pointed out
that Boyden Hall recieves alot
material that has to be sent out to
the clubs through SGA. If the
SGA doesn't gather the
information on the clubs the
information doesn't get through.
He explained further, "freezing
funds is a good technique to get
clubs to give SGA the
information it needs."

Elections Dir.ector Elizabeth
Hallal reports
that the
Philosophy club has scheduled
elections for officers on
November 5. Former Elections
Director Patrick Pearce claimed.
during discussion on the motion,
that he had personally delivered
the list of officers for SAMS
after covering their elections
earlier this year. Sammons failed
to corroborate his report.

I

Several members of both the
Psychology and Philosophy
clubs expressed concern and
disappointment when approached
with the information late
Wednesday.

Clement speaks
on teacher's rights

C'mon, folks. "Lock up Your Daughters!"

(Photo by Mike Abusheery)
Two BSC students, Warrent Officer James Rockett and Crew
Chief Ken Fraser landed an Army National Guard helicopter on
the quad yesterday morning as part of a recruitment campaign. j

By Peter Boutin
As part of the 50th Anniversary
of the Physical Education Major,
Dr. Annie Clement, in the second
()f. ~onsecutive .· talksl s oke.. on .

speech and where the lines are
drawn, I'd be very careful. Rules
are not really on the side of the
individual. The courts would
much rather sec the schools take

fth '.

b

on to
tureHalt

noting

Dr. Clement started off her
discussion by posing the
question, "Do Teachers Have
Rights?" She then began to
address this question by reviewing court cases related to the
protection of free speech· in the
school. Through these, three
basic rights seemed to emerge.

to the

states that no state can deny equal
protection under the law, or more
specifically? cases based on sex
discrimination. Dr. Clement
noted that the majority of these
cases were fought in reference to
the sports world. She also noted
that unless equity is found in
sports, the· courts will decide a
program of action. "Twenty years
ago, the big push was against
race discrimination, today it is
against sex discrimination.''
Dr. Clement conduded her talk
by re-addressing key issues and
comlJlemorating
the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
for its high standards against
discrimination.

1). To understand one's contract.
2). Right to participate in
developing program of study.
3). Right to conduct class in a
professional manner.

.
(Photo by ·Mike Abusheery)
Cast members John P. Muldoon Ill (as Sotmore), Lyn Jenkins and Jennifer Mary Condon (as
wenches), perform in the Ensemble Theatre's production of. Lock up Your Daughters.

Dr. Clement concluded her
Teachers' Right segment by
saying "with reference to free

·

·
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·---------------------;___-----J' Some common reg1strat1on pro ems

Engineer urged president
to make train tracks safer

Sharpen up your #2 pencils!
Registration for the 1988 Spring
Semester will begin Monday,
November 9 and will end
Wednesday, November 25.

By Bryon Hayes

The course offering booklet will
be available at the Registrar's

Samuel Langley, the engineer of
the Cape Cod - Hyannis Railroad
train which struck and killed
WilliamMurphy.someweeks ago,
spoke with President Indelicato
1Oto 14 days before the accident.
Langley came expressing concern
with the potential problems of
students crossing the tracks~
Said Indelicato, 1 'Langley came
· to speak with me on the subject
of the foot traffic going across

the tracks. He wanted to discuss
possible solutions to the problem."
Indelicato told Langley that he
did not know which solution
would be the most effective.
Historically, fences which have
been put up to keep people offJf
the tracks have been torn down
within days.

Finally, as one solution,
Langley wanted to put information in the school publications

listing the times which the trains
ran through campus and of the
possible dangers.· "It takes a train
going 40 MPH approximately
1000 feet to stop~" stated
Langley. "That is the distance
from the observatory to the
footbridge.
That information appeared in the
October 15 issue of Bridgewater
Today. One week later, the
accident involving Murphy oc-

cured

Office, in ·the Studerit Union,
Burrill Avenue Academic
Building, Maxwell Library, and
the Academic Advising Center
during the· week preceding
registration.
"NINE MOST
MISTAKES'.'

COMMON

I. Not listing alternatives -·the
major reason why students do not
receive a full sched'ule.

2. Waiting list option - very
few students receive courses from
the waiting list. Selecting
alternate sections or courses is
much better.
3. Incorrect code number - the
second "major reason for not
getting desired courses.

A. Filling in the Wrong circle
- particularly filling in the "zero"
rather than the "one" course.
B. Using the wrong_number you must use the six-digit code
which is to the right of the
course number.
C. Not filling in the circles cont. on p. 2
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News
Some common registration problems
cont. from p. 1
or filling them in carelessly,
incompletely or lightly.

you will not receive AC or MG
courses if you are not a
management major/minor..

4. Time conflicts - selecting
courses that overlap in time even
by a few minutes. The computer
program will not register you if
you have a conflict

7. Laboratory Courses - you
must register for BOTH the
lecture and the lab or you will
not receive the course.

5. Social security number - if it
is incorrect or not circled
properly, you
regist.ered.

8. Not Using a #2 pencil using anything else will result in
not being registered.

will not be

9. Removing, folding or tearing

6. Restricted Courses - read the
"Remarks" column. For example,

the form - the optical scan
computer will not register you if
the form is tom or bent.

he perfect part time job for the
busy full time student
If you're having trouble finding a part time job that coordinates with your class schedule, then you haven't
taken a look at all the terrific opportunities Talbots has to offer. Wf!re an American leader in classic women's
clothing. Right now we're looking for enthusiastic individuals to join us in the following positions:

Personal Shoppers
Part Time, All Shifts.
Saturday & Sunday, 9:30

am - 6:00 pm

...

You'll help customers, calling from across the country, select clothing and accessories from our catalogs.

Distribution Center Associates
Temporary Openings, Part Time, All Shifts.

SGA Notebook

• Ticketers • Packers • Merchandise Handlers • Folders • Purchasing Clerks • Gift Wrappers • Night Loaders
• QA Inspectors

Budgets frozen,
committee spots
~pp roved
By Ed Ward
The seventh meeting of the
SGA Congress was.called to
or~er by Chairperson Marcia
Mcdc-iros

at

6_-2D p.rn'_

on

Tuesday November 3, 1987.
Elections Director Elizabeth
Hallal and President Deborah
•,,•s~r.Jfu:ons
during 'the
organizational and executive
reports.· Hall al assured .the
congress that planning for final
·e1e~tions Nov~mber 4 and 5 to
fill the vacant. Congress seats
was going well. Sammons
informed the Congress that
although she had set out
earlier in the day to deliver the
$500.00 amenity to the family
and son of William Murphy
she was unable to locate the
home in Hanson and returned
unsuccessful. She plans to try
again in the future.
The Congress moved on to
new business. Motion #69
which catls for a $15.00
allocation to purchase three
copies of "Roberts Rules of
Order" appeared first on the
agenda but was withdrawn by
Medeiros. A motion to allocate
$2000.00 to the new
commuter center followed and
was passed unanimously.
Administrator and SGA advisor
·Timothy Millerick spoke on
behalf of the project. Both
Millerick and Sammons
proposed that the SGA support
the new center's ·one time
grand opening, and initial
purchase of supplies, like
jumper cables. Vice'=-president
Tom Devin .supported the
motion, stating "There's a big
, difference between living on
campus and commuting. This
center will bridge the gap."
Sammons and Medeirns
submitted motion #71 to freeze
· Ute funds of the Society for the

spoke

. ; 1

At Talbots we offer:
• On-the-job training • Fashion shows & customer service seminars
• Experience not required for most openings • Competitive pay and benefits • Generous merchandise discounts and much more
Now you don't have to shop around for the perfect part time position, when there are so many fantastic
opportunities to choose from at Talbots. Don't wait, call 1617) 749-7600, Ext. 4154. Talbots is an equal
opportunity employer.

-

Science · (SAMS) ... the
Philosophy
club,
the
Psychology club, and the Gay ·

A

PERFECT

FIT

And Lesbian Alliance (GALA).
Sammons reccommended that
the funds of these clubs be

frozen because they were
reluctant to submit a list of
officers .to her. Congresspersons .Patrick Pearce and fohl}
R. Burris opposed the move
claiming that these.are active
clubs~ They suggested that the
SGA try to contact them again
instead of freezing their funds.
Attorney General Richard
DeRosa explained in support
of the motion," It's not our
responsibility to track these
people down." The motion
passed 10-3-1 after further
depate.

Following the vote Sammons
submitted her various college
commitee nominees to the
congress, all of which passed
unanimously.
Michael
Wallace, Todd Hollister,
Angela Cornacchioli, and
Martha Smith were appointed
to the athlectic fee committee.
Marcia Medeiros, Vinny
Fernald, and Sharon Cignetti
were appointed to. the student
affair,s committee. Mona
McNamara, Jeff Tucker, and
John Curran were appointed to
the curriculum ·.committee.
Lisa Marie Veilleux was
appointed to the committee on
academic policy.
Motions #77 to allocate
$195.00 to pay the workers
who ran the elections table and
#78 to recognize the new
. fraternity Iota Delta both
followed
and
passed
unanimously.
The meeting ended at 7:17
p.m. after announcements in
which Millerick encouraged the
. SGA to attend the November
~qvaµcement of Managenw;n~ .lS., open house.

•PUMA•NIKE•ADIDAS•REEBOK •ETONIC •SAUCONY •ELLESSE
•FILA•PONY•LEE•LEVl•PRINCE•SPOT-BILT•& MORE!!

Hours:

Mon., Tues.,
Wed., & Sat. 10·6
Thurs., & Fri. 10-8
Closed Sund~~ i
:: ·:. } !;

eCas_h & Credit Cards Only
· No Checks
• PiCtures for Illustration Only.

.some Quantities Limited ..
•Not All Sizes AH Item~} ~

i

244 liberty St.
Brockton, 584-8300
rt__ !~ ~~
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Viewpoint

Goodbye and
good luck, Don
For the past four years, Donald Hadge has been here to help
studen~s with a.wide r~nge ?f legal problems. He has ~pent
much time outside of his office hours at the SGA in order to '
assist students with suits and legal questions. Among the
many problems he's had to deal with are those having to do
with landlord-tenant disputes. Many students living both on
and off campus can attest to the fine job that Hadge has done
in saving them money and in keeping them in their places of
residence.
But Hadge will no longer be the lawyer that the SGA
provides free of charge for the students here at the college.
He quit last week under heavy pressure from the SGA
Executive Board. Among his last words to some of the
students here were: "I'm a big boy. I don't have to deal with
her crap. She's on a real power trip. 11
"She" is SGA President Deborah Sammons, who saw fit to
revise Hadge's contract without input from the SGA
Congress. Sammon s' major complaint was the fact that
Hadge was not here precisely at four p.m. for his office
hours. The fact is, he was rarely on time, because he was
frequently in court or stuck in the commute to Bridgewater
from Dedham. However, to make up for his tardiness,
Hadge made himself available to students at any time of the
day or night. Any student having legal problems could
contact him and he would consistently help them without
making a fuss about the ~our of day. ,
The key to this issue is that Hadge and Sammons did not get
along with each other, and rather than deal with that situation
for another six months, Hadge decided to resign a position
he had been happy in and had done a good job in for four

,· ; .·M~r~···"
lS

.

.

. . • . . . •·
·.· . . •··. .
serves no purpose other than to prove. that
she can get her
way by pushing things past (or through) the SGA Congress.
One would hope that Sammons would soon return from her
power trip and go about the duties of her office in a
cooperative way with those around her. She is a very capable
organizer and could be a great asset to the SGA and the
students in general.

No more trees
To the Editor:
The other day when I was
walking by the library and the
Student Union, I passed a row of
holes dug in the ground. Not
more trees! How much more do
we need? I shook my head in
disgust and proceeded to my class
in Harrington Hall. I sat down
and looked up at the ceiling.
What did I see? Peeled paint!
Paint that is chipped, peeled, and
hanging loosely about a foot
from the ceiling. Is this the same

place that is glorifying the
outside with unneeded shrubbery
while the inside of Harrington
Hall is falling apart? Let's get our
priorities straight. P~esident
Indelicato wants to mf!ke this
college "the best state college in
the nation." Is this his idea of
setting that standard; with more
trees? This may ·impress the
outside world, but when .inside,
the truth is revealed.
Linda J. Robinson, Class of 1990

.

.

To the Editor or whoever

rm writing this in response to
the editorial that appeared in the
October 29, 1987 issue of The
Comment, on page 3.
OK, God, so your perfect and
the rest of us are a bunch of
dumb, ignorant lumps of flesh.
What makes you so perfect?? I'd
like to know. This Hollier Than
Thou attitude has got to go.
First, take your head out of your
(expletive deleted) and wipe the
BS from your eyes. Next. get the
facts straight. And lastly, if you
don't witness something firsthand, keep your (expletive
deleted) mouth shut; because it's
people like you that will go and
niin a good thing for everyone
else.
As to your charges: First, the
actions at the Homecom ing
Football/R ugby game, in general, were exceptable , given the
parameters of the weekend. I'll

.~l

admit. that. their were a few
people that got carried away. But
your vision of mobs of people
passed out and out of control is
absurd.
Secondly , your dreams of the
scene at the Citizen's Club are
ludicrous. While the place was a
bit overcrowded. the people were
not "trashing the place." Instead
they were enjoying the company
of good friends, old and new.
Your statement "...BSC students
and alumni trashed the place,
tipping over tables and breaking
glasses. 11 is in my opinion a
crock of (expletive deleted)! I'm
surprised that in your dream
about the weekend the following
didnot happen. ... A pack of wild
students went crazy, storming· the
·.football field. and destroying it;
tearing down the goalposts etc.
etc .•..and then the pack showed
up at the Citizen Club and
burned the place to the ground or
maybee they sacrificed a virgin;
yeah yeah thats it, thats what

theydid.

SGA Constitutional

Arrnendment Proposal
#985674 to change the title of the SGA
President to 0 Grand Imperial Duchess."

·.

Anyway lets continue with the

real truth. When' the Bridgewater
Police showed up at the C.C.
there was a lot of confusion, and
that is because nobody knew
what was going on. After
everybody was outside. the
premises were quickly vacated by
all. After the gathering at the
C.C. was over, people went their ,
own ways and enjoyed the rest of
the weekend.
As far as the "Metro Night"
went, I did not attend. But from

your tract record with your other
statements about Homecomi ng
Weekend; I'll take them with a
grain of salt. And lastly, please
sign your name when you write
something, so that I can find out
what "DIRTBAI...L" is writing.
Sincerely,
Joseph C. Mazanec
(For the record, The Comment
printed this letter exactly as it
was received. Also, we did have
firsthand reports of the events
described in that editorial. As to
the listing of the name of the
"dirtball", see below for policy

clarification.)

Note: There has been some confusion lately over the
definition s or editorial, commenta ry and letter to the
editor. To avoid any confµsion, we thought it might be in
the best interest of everyone to clarify this. An editorial
represent s the view of the' newspape r on a particula r
topic. It is the view of the entire newspape r, and is not
signed. Everyone 's input is taken into account, and then
it is written by one of the editors or staff writers. A
commenta ry is the view of a staff writer or an editor on
an issue. The views expressed in commenta ries are those
of the writer, not of The Comment~ A letter to the
editor is the view of a person not affiliated with the
newspape r. Anyone can write a letter to the editor,
provided they follow the guidelines set forth in the
.masthead .
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BSC's footbridge needs a winter coat
By John Bums

the answer, at least for now, is
going to be to alter the bridge so
that it will be easier to maintain
for the winter.

warmer"? Clear plastic sheeting
can be used for sides, fastened to
The last few weeks' enforcement
the roof and the walkway. I say
of the rules requiring the use of
plastic because it s cheaper than
the footbridge has prompted
glass. It may rip, but will not
Consider these points:
several concerns. Questions have
shatter, should something hit it;
> When the railroad comes in
been raised regarding safety, time,
yet will not prevent people from
and overall practicality. As a here in two years the bridge will seeing what goes on along the
be obsolete anyway, and, unless
result, several possibilities have
passage. And finally, it can be
we
can get the permanent paved
been brought up as alternative
easily removed and stored during
means of crossing this abyss crossing placed in the near future, the warmer months so that the
so will any alternative structure.
called "the Tracks."
structure will not become
The most common complaint
> Therefore, we don't want to unbearably hot.
seems to have been that the spend more than is necessary to
This is not to say that a
bridge will not be usable in the solve this temporary problem. A
roof-type addition to the bridge is
winter because of the steepness of cover added to the existing bridge
One of the new smoking lounges an campus
the only way to solve the
the walkway's arch and the size will not even aproach the cost of
problem of using the bridge in
and number of stairs that will something entirely new.
the winter. It's just another in a
have to be kept free of ice and
long list of suggestions we may
sn~w. While there have been
>It could be designed to extend consider~ Whatever "route" we
many ways suggested to get over the entire length of the take, though, something ne.eds to
around these problems, it seems bridge, so that while the walk be done, and the ball has to start
that all of them have related to may be long, at least it will be rolling soon or it will be
abandoning the bridge for another dry, and slightly warmer.
impossible to implement any To the Editor:
handle smoking; it hangs in the
method of crossing. I think that
But how will it be "slbrhtly plan until the end of the winter.
air long after cigarettes have been
I read with disgust the "How far extinguished. I've gotten sick
have we come? 11 article on plenty of times walking into a
smoking in September 24th's smoke-filled restroom, and I bet
issue of The Comment. The I'm far from being the only one
entry/lounge area of the library on campus who is affected this
is, and always has been, way.
designated for smoking (inciWhich leads me to the subject
dentally, it's a pretty disgusting of the commuter cafeteria. In case
said. Speaking of leftovers,
By Brian Hughes
to buy a meal ticket, what are
area to hav.e to pass through, nobody has noticed, a designated
why did they serve beef stew
they going to do? Kick you out
unless you are holding your smoking section exists on the far
three meals in a row this week,
OK, PFM has had enough
of school? That would look real
breath).
side of the room, and yet when I
and call it something different
time to make the "changes" it
good in court.
I
don't
think
smokers
honestly
walk
into the cafeteria, I see
each time? "It's different" the
said it would, but things haven't
of
how
can
have
any
conception
people
smoking anywhere and
gotten better, they've gotten
workers said.
Sure, it's
sick
smoke-filled
air
makes
a
This
is
a
last
resort.
There
everywhere
they please. It spreads
different-~it's a day older.
worse. Some of the. food they
non-smoker.In fact, it has been throughout the entire area.
have
been
many
petitions
that
serve is pretty disgusting and a
I have a feeling that there's
were ignored, and they only medically proven that exhaled Smokers are entitled to their
lot of it is simply inedible.
something very wrong here.
smoke is ·more hazardous to a habit and to a place to do it, but
seem to respohd to the good
Either these folks don't know
Take for example rhe VERY
non-smoker chan to the person they need to realize that cigarettes
comments
that
people
give
what they're doing, or someone
moldy rolls that were put out a
them. Again, I implore the smoking the cigarette. IL affects are hazardous LO other people's
really
screwed up. I implore
while ago. No kidding, I saw
administration
(still there, Mr. the oxygen concentration in the health and that they have a
those in the positions to hire
, tl}p wqrker put t.4~m out. . What
President?)
to
do something blood and the heart rate, causes responsibility to be considerate to
and fire (listen up, President
about the flies.in' the salad? One
about this terrible food service. people to choke,. get headaches .others by using the areas set aside
Indelicato!) to tell this company
student brought back a salad
for them.
Just remember whose tuition and sometimes even throw up.
to shape up or ship· out. We
with a fly init to complain, and
The restrooms on campus are
pays
your
salaries.
pay good money for this
; one of the man agers said "Gee,
not large or ventilated enough to
Paula Satinoff
garbage they call food, and we
I'm sorry. We're working on
should have a say as to whether
it" I spoke•to this same person
they're doing a good job. The
. about getting an entree atevery
"food committee0 hasn't done
meal that doesn't contain red
much in the way of immeat. Most of the lunches are
prc)Vements,
~o it's time for us .
of the hotdog and hamburger
take
action.
If this problem ·
to
variety with something left over
by
the end of the
is
not
resolved
from the previous night that
I
call
for a mass
semester,
usually contains meat. All I
from a class early. The purpose
something that was fine as it
protest .. Those of you who live By M. J. Gensler
meant was some chicken or
of the WF or WP is that if you
was.
off-campus, don't buy a· meal
fish. Custom never had a
have garnered enough of them, it
This is in response to your l then walked into the meeting
ticket. This also goes for -you
problem with this request.
will say something to a
residents. If many of you refuse editorial last .week entitled "Go with the intention of keeping the
"We're revising the menus," he
perspective employer as to the
back· to the old withdrawal withdrawal period at ten weeks.
character of one of our graduates.
------------------.--.-.---l~~~"L&~~~~ill~ T~d~m~oo~~ed~~th
I walked into the meeting with
facts before we go off and the faculty members saying how
the express purpose of keeping
criticizewhatwas.foraUintents upsettheywerewithhowmany
the ten week withdrawal period
and purposes .a compromise poor students wait until the last
Editor in Chief
between the students and faculty minute to withdraw from class · and I did. The students still have
Wilfred J. Bilodeau
ten weeks to withdraw from
and administrataion. The place and thus hold an entire class back
class. If the Comment was so
where
this
compromise
took
by
not
withdrawing
sooner
since
Mmi.ag ing Editor
concerned about the withdrawal
place. was within the Academic they know they are not grasping
Ch.H.stine Howard
issue, they should have made a
Policies Committee.
the material. The students
point of showing up to the
Business Manager
As the Comment correctly countered that it is impossible to
Edmund F. Ward
meeting rather than simply
stated, last year President know how you are doing in some
Entertainment Editor
Brian Hughes
Sports. Editor
Angela Cotnacchioli
Indelicato had proposed a five classes short of attendence after criticizing the decision reached by
Graphic Arts Editor
Caitlin Andrews
week withdrawal period rather." five weeks. All in the room could students, faculty, and adminPhotography Editor
Michael R. Abusheery
istrators. Their input was· more
than the ten week .one we· have see both sides of the issue.
Copy Editor
Karen Hayes
than welcome at that time. If
enjoyed
for
.
so
long.
As
the
One
of
the
falculty
.members
AdManager ·
John R. Bums III
Comment also correctly stated, it recalled how.the college used to they were so concerned, why is it
did indeed go into a lot of have a system of "Withdrawal" or they never send reporters to these
The Co.mmentis a student supported and operated weekly newspaper
important governance committee
serVing the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial hysteria over it. That was as far 'W" and "Withdrawal Passing" or
meetings? Next time please try to
as
it
wlmt
though.
As
a
_student
"WP"
and
"Withdrawal
Failing!'
policy is detennined by .the Editor in Chief in consultil.tlon With the
be more responsible in exExecutive Board. Republication of allmaterial contained herein is prohib- member of the Academic Policies or "WF". It was from this we
ited without the expressed wrttten permission of the Editor in Chief. All Committee, I was not approached came up· with our compromise.
pressing your opinions. The
materials submitted. become property ·of The Comment Letters. to the
Comment, like the students, are
by
one
"concerned"
student
over
·
As
it
is
already
known,
if
you
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250 words and must be
always welcome to express their
typed. Letters. classified advertisements, and all other written materials the· imminent demise .of the ten wi~hdraw from class within five
opinions at the time changes are
are subject to condensation. Advertising rafos are available upon request. week withdrawal period. I found we.ek" /OU will receive a "W'' on
Any person wishing to join The Conunen.tshould contact either the Editor myself forced to ask the students your transcript. Afterfive weeks
in the works. It is too easy to
in Chiefor the Managing Editor. All cpn-espondence should be directed to
The Co.mment. Campus Center, Bridgewater .State Co]Jege. Bridgewater, what· they thought 'Of the whole . you get either a "WP" or "WF." take pot shots in hind sight,
thing. The majority f ~l~ that is The purpose of this is to ii.ve the rather than trying to do it at the
· l~fA;~2~24. Telephone: (617) 6:~-;~~~·:xtention 2158.
was a bad idea t<>
with students incentive to' 1f~hdraw time it is being considered.
1

PFM's excuses said to be
as bad as their food

Withdrawa\ peribd defended
byacademic p:llk::ies member

. ..c· ommen..
..
.·. .. t.
,
e
r Th

mess
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"I'm going to fix my car so
I can get here everyday and
also get my books. There
Kym Frisbie isn't much left over after
that, but if there is it goes to
Santa Claus. 11
Cathy Guer~ie.ro
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'Tm paying off my cm

ins11rance and save the rest
for christmas shopping."
Barbie Goodrnan

Hale Resorvation
. 326..1770
Ask for B.J.

Weekend Jobs
$6.50 per .hour to start
$7.50 per hour
after three months
PLUS. tuition reimbursement
New England Village, A Nationally
Recognized Residential Program for Mentally

Retarded Adults has weekend openings for
Counselors experience preferred, but will train.
I to 1 companion and relief staff positions·
(flexible weekday evenings and! or weekend
schedules.) For further information call:
Deb Quelle, Residential Director
New England Village is.an AA/EO Employer.
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The Children's De
Photos (clockwise from bottom center):

1. Early

intervention clinicians. 2. The early intervention staff with
some of the newly arrived equipment. 3. Clinicians from
the two social groups and their "mascot". 4. Tom Devin
steps back to watch the form and follow-through of this
child in basketball. 5. Laterality, the control of side to side
movements, is encouraged by Andy Thomas with his
student on the Stegal Bar.

Since the Spring of 1974, the
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Department has
supported a pilot program which
fosters community service. The
program affords students from all
majors the opportunity to
volunteer their time working
with children and youth with
special needs in a clinical
physical and motor program on
Saturday mornings.
What started 14 years ago as a
pilot program to meet the
physical, motor and leisure needs
of twenty children, has grown
into a well established program
that now serv~.s some eighty
children and youtlts 'from 37
communities.

The Clinic has proven to be a
satisfying experience for students
who seek to help children with
special needs to reach their fullest
po ten ti al;
physically,
intellectually, emotionally and
socially.
The Clinic utilizes the Olympic
size swimming pool, three
gymnasiums, an early childhood
intervention center, a physical
fitness training room and outdoor
facilities. The developmental
program is one of only ·about
fifty in the country.
The program seeks to improve
the ''total development" of
children with special needs. The
Clinic program stresses the
improvement of self esteem by

· Think ahead for Spring _semester, 1988.

strengthenin~

emotional-social a:
child's life. All indi
and desire to part]
others in games, a<
sports, to perform m
in an acceptable marn
Each child in the Cli
is assigned a clir
through observ(
assessment, is resi;
determining the m
child.
The data
assessment is then
develop an individualJ
that addresses speci
concern and seeks t
the needs identified.
To achie.ve . the.'lgo
client's individlitfllll

velopmental
Photos (clockwise from top center):

i. Paula Mcneil

giving feedback and reiforcement. 2. Areti Vralia gives
assistance to one of the newest and youngest children in
the program. 3. Lynne Zakur structures an excellent
·climate for learning eye-hand coordination skills. 4. The
senior group leaders. 5. Student clinicians who work with
some of the more moderately challenging children in the
program.

the
;pects of a
,riduals need
cipate with
:tivities and
td to succeed
ier.
nic program
ician who,
Ltion
and
onsible for
~eds of the
from the

utilized to
zed program
fie areas of
o remediate

plan, experiences vary, but may
include:
*Early Intervention
*Physical Fitness
*Perceptual Motor Development
*Individual and Group Games
*Aquatic Skills
*Rhythmic and Dance Skills
*Recreation and Sport Activity
The program is directed by Dr.
Joseph Huber, who worked .
extensively with the first clinic
of this kind developed at the
University of Maryland, and
Professor Johanne Smith. Dr.
. Huber and his staff recently

in Public Service.
The Clinic is the largest group

on campus with over 90 student
clinicians representing most of
the college's majors.

The Clinic is now accepting
applications for the spring
semester from all interested
students. Applications may be
obtained at Dr. Huber's office,
Room 103 in the Kelly
Gymnasium.
Won't you come down and join
us in our efforts to make a
difference in the livces of the

:iJs o

Deadline for Appliications is December 15, 1987

Page design by John R. Burns, Ill
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Entertainlllent
Lo ck Up Yo ur Da ug hte rs saved by ca st
By Brian Hughes
Let me start by saying this: I
am a fan of live theatre, but I am
also very critical of it. I have
seen many plays, and I have
come to despise musicals and
avoid them like the plague. I've
been put to. sleep by one too
many to ever truly enjoy
another-- at least, that's what I
thought until last Thursday
night.
I must admit, the Ensembl e
Theatre's productio n of Lock Up
Your Daughter s brought back my
faith in musicals , and reaffirme d
my knowled ge that the Ensemble
Theatre is a talented group of
individu3 ls. Equally talented are
all the other people involved with
this productio n, which. was one
of the most professio nal I've
seen.
Lock Up Your Daughters is, by
no means, a great play in itself.
The dialogue tends to rhove
slowly in the first act, which is
Loo long anyway, and the plot is
simply too complica ted for a
stage musical. Perhaps it would
have made a better play if the
musical numbers were removed,
but that's only my personal
opinion.
What made this musical great
was this particular productio n of
it. Dr. Suzanne Ramczyk is
meticulo us in her direction as
well ~s:fvu: choreogr aphy, a task
sh~"· share'Ci witn.:" Elizabet h
·:;-Armst rong who also excels in

her task as Dance Captain.
Let's not forget the actors
themselves. I must applaud them
all for being able to put the
energy and time into this
productio n that was necessary to
make it the experienc e that it
was. Especiall y good were the
performances of James Curtin as
Dabble, Michael Booth as Mr.
Squeezum and Laurie Jean
Andruk as Mrs. Squeezum. The
rest of the cast was superb in
their roles, but these stand out as
the most memorable.
The play takes place in a
London suburb and is about three
men who are charged with rape.
Tnrough various twists and turns,
they are acquitted and the judge
that wanted to find them guilty
for his .own. personal gain is
found guilty of rape himself!
As I have said, the musical
numbers weren't the high point
of the show, but they were
well-executed and choreographed.
Also, the set was extremel y
well-desi gned, making it unnecessary to close the curtain and
change the sets between scenes-only a few props were moved on
and off stage. Hats off to Scene
Designer and. Technical
Arthur Dirks for creating this
unique stage.
All in all, it was an excellent
productio n, although, as I have

mrectc:F ·

already stared, they could have

chosen a belter play. No matrer,

though. This cast and crew could
have taken any piece of trash and
made it enjoyable.

Poca.has been
overlpoked once
tOo,'Often. Why'?
By Dave Spuria

gem. "Crazy Love\ But this is

,··~·.•~.·
.......

..··•••··•·•••·•···

Cast Membe rs of Lock Up Your Daughters during their perfor mance
last weeke nd at the Adrian Rondileau Campu s Center Audito rium

Fleetwood Mac: unsubstantiated rumors
By Lisa Hennessey
It's All Hallowee n Eve. Boston
Garden is sold out. The lights go
down as six figures come out on
stage. Fleetwoo d Mac (minus
Lindsey Buckingh am) belt oul
the tune "Don't Stop," and they
don't stop playing for a little over
two hours.
Fleetwoo d Mac charged out
"The Chain" next. Christine
McVie and Stevie Nicks shared
vocals with new member and

rhythm guitarist Billy Burnette.

guitarist, Rick Vito. jammed on
his guitar without being an
insulting copy of Buckingh am.
Fleetwoo d Mac went on to play
only three tune~ f10m their new
album. '"Tango in the Night,"
"Seven Wonders ," "Isn't it
Midnight?" and "Little Lies." The
rest of the songs ranged from the
Rumors album to very early
blues tunes dating back to 1967.
Stevie Nicks turned the crowd
upside-d own singing her two
greatest works off the Rumors
album: "Dreams" and '~GoldDust
Woman." To everyone 's amazement. and . surprise, Stevie sang
two solo tunes, "Stand Back'' and
"Has Anyone Ever Written
Anything to You» which she
dedieated to the audience.

This tune would decide the fate of
the . show for me~ Could
Fleetwoo 9 .Mac live up to
expectati ons without Lindsey
Buckingh am? They did. "The
Chain'' came on strong with
Christine 's soft sultry vocals,
Mic Fleetwoo d gave the band a
Stevie's unique . mesmeri zing small break by jamming with
voice, and Billy Burnette 's touringp etcussion ist, Assante.
harmoniz ing tenor. New lead Both banged at a blend of English

non-stop greatnes~. ·not just 2
When a band gets overlook ed
hits. ''Barbado s" is a tale of
once, it usually will find .· tropical delight filled with
recogni tion in the next
brilliant pedal· steel guitar. and
album--a nd if they are overlooked · sunny harmonie s. Makes you
again, maybe recogniti on will
want to be there rignt now. All
happen eventual ly. For a band
the other songs contain pure eady
named Poco, this has never
Eagle-ish rockwith not a wasted
happened . Demogra phics may be
guitar, drum or keyboard. If you
to .blame, or maybe just a
find this album, make sure you
misinterp retation of image. In the
listen to the title track. This
By Max Speed
late 70's, Poco was at the height
onslaugh t of giddy-yup guitars
of its creativity even after .Several
and saddle-sore drums will make
Seldom is a movie made which
key members had left the band for
the "horserider" in all of us jump
portrays a subculture or era in its
other bands
projects .. Timothy on and do our best Paul Revere.
truest form. Usually, a different
B. Schmit, Jim .Messina and
Poco's Legend is not the only
approach
to filming or presenting
Ritchie. Furay were all original
injustice~ They have other
the
film
has
to be used to get the
members of Poca. The helm was
fantastic albums that are almost
point
across,
then piloted by Paul Cotton and
such as the "winimpossible to find. Titles include
dows" in America n Grafitti or
Rusty Young. These guys could u·nder the. Gun, Ghost Town,
Woodstoc k. Som_etimes, it helps
play and write western rock like
Inamorat a and The Blue and The
no others I've ever heard. Their
Qr.a.y. All of these are sure ·to to· use actual members of the
·best known example is Legend. please, but Legend remains their subcultu re such as Penelope
Spheeris did in her punk epic
Released in late 1979, l&gend most accessible.
Suburbia.
gave the band their only top 40
It is amazing that a band can be
hits ever, one of which was 11 In
overlooke d so much for so long, . A couple of weeks ago, as I was
flipping through the cable
the Heart of the Night". Yes,
but we always discover things
stations on . a late Friday night, I
-:--you've heard it. "In the heart of after they're over w~th (i.e. Star
stumbled across some¢.in g on
the night, in. the cool falling rain, Trek, The Monkees). Poco may
there's a night bird singing, 'be the next discovery for that USA Netwoqc that I knew I was
going to like. It was a docucalling down to the pontratraine." "awaiting western rock" music
mentary entitled Another St~
The other hit Was a softaccoustic .love.

and African drummin g that caused
the audience to go crazy. Assante
kept pounding away as Mic rose
from his drum set and synchronized Assantes' drummin g to
each part of his (Mic's) body.

Picture a very slim, tall man
with large beacon-l ike eyes
staring wildly out at the crowd,
beating his body like a drum set.
The cymbal crashes were represented by two small woodenlike balls .hanging from Mic's
waist, that he would clutch at the
appropriate time.
Fleetwoo d Mac ended the
concert with two encores. By
concentra ting on Christine 's and
Stevie's vocals, Bucking ham
only became a passing thought.
The songs by Buckingh am were
so well loved and well written
that the famili~ty of his voice
was missed. Any bad rumors
about the new touring Fleetwoo d
Mac are just that--rumors.

Another State Of Mind: not jus t
another boring documentary

or

Mind. Unlike other films that
try to capture the punk and
hardcore culture, this one does
not fail miserably , making the
scene look like a fad or "just a
stage we're going through. 11
Made in 1983, Another State Of
Mind documents a tour of two
bands: Youth Brigade and Social
Distortio n, who set out from
L.k to tour the U.S. and
Canada. Along the way, we meet
people who belong to the
different scenes around the
country.·
In Montreal we meet Mar.cel,-a
disfigured auto accident victim,
and his friends. Marcel explainsi t
well. "I'm afraid of people because· people are afraid of me.
They think I'm going to.. beat

them up, but I'm not going to
beat them up ... Life is not
amusing for me." Also in
Montreal, we see how punks are
still treated poorly when the
bands are refused service in an
all-night greasy spoon, and even
get chased out by the police. "Are
we on our way now?" asks the
officer. "Do we have a choice?"
replies a young man in a U.K.
Subs T-shirt.
- MOVing on, we meet another
girL who-dres ses all in black.
"People should sculpt themselves
according to how they feel, and I
feel like death ... ! can just
imagine myself sitting in my
rocking chair .with my grandchildren all around, listening to
cont. on p. 9
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Stupid
remakes
By Dave Spuria
If I hear one more stupid
remake, I think I'll scream.
First, Kim Wilde had to do
"You Keep Me Hangin,"
which: 1) ruined all original
respect I had for her 2) killed a
great original arrangement 3)
gave a new meaning to ripping
an artist off. "Lean on Me" by
Club Nouveau got a lot of
needless attention. Yeah, it
was an above average rip-off of
Bill Withers, whose own vocal
ability made the song a winner
. in the first place. But why ruin
or change a song, especially
when it's great to begin with?
Obviously, the answer lies in
the fact that many of these
artists aren't very creative.
Money is also. a key factor.
Did Billy Idol really need to
cover Tommy James' "Mony,
Mony" for a second time to
hit the top 40?
The biggest "cover" crime of
late is the band who tried to do
"Happy Together" by the
Turtles. I don't know who they
are or why they exist, but I
think they should go away.
This song just can't be
re-recorded. What I'm getting at
is that this cover stuff has
gone too far. I think if a band
can add something to an
arrang~ent ·then

me tell stories. I want to have a
few children, and bring them up
to accept people, no matter what
they look like."
In Detroit, we meet a skinhead
who explains how to slamdance,
"You have to stay in the pit
because that's where the energy
is. If you lose the beat you lose
the energy. Got it?" A girl
CJ-:plains "I used to slamdance. I
was the only girl out there. It's
pretty violent--I got my leg
broken." "It's not like it's violent
or anything, it's a good way to
get out your aggression. Everyone out there is friends. If you
fall down, your buddy's going to
be there to pick you up,"
explains another. "Sure it's violent. But it's not this "Random
Chaos" they want to make you
think it is. If you get hurt,
someone's going to help you
out." Random chaos? The next
scene shows three kids practicing
stage dives in a suburban
swimming pool.
Onward to Washington, D.C.
The bus breaks down and two
roadies call it quits and go home.
Three other tour members go to
stay at a friend's house, leaving
the rest of them to find
accomodations elsewhere. They
decide to call Ian MacKaye, lead
throat for Minor Threat and father
of Dischord records. Here, we see
some vintage footage of Minor
Threat in performance and practice, as well as an interview with
Ian about "Straightedge."
After a few shows, most of the
members head home, and there

••lflclals
to commercial
sounding dance vomit is
highly unnecessary and
extremely annoying. It's bad
enough that 1987 top 40
(mostly) sounds like it came
out of a microwave, why now
do we have to change the past
into this undesirable present?

and collapse.
If you get a chance, see this
film. All you P.M.R.C. types
(Listen up, Tipper Gore -ed.)
should really take a look at this
film. It will cause you to
understand the hardcore scene
more, and maybe, just maybe,
you'Uenjoy it.

Lock Up Your Daughters was performed last
weekend at the ARCC to a packed house

Spyro Gyra: Quality Jazz on "Stories"
By Dave Spuria

Ever since Catching The Sun
hit the shelves, there's been
continuous, non-stop quality
from Spyro Gyra. Their latest
effort, Stories Without Words
solidifies the accent on quality.
These musicians arc some of the
best in jazz today. Jay Beckenstein plays a strong sax on
almost every cut--it seems as if
he could be happy just playing
by hjmself. Dave Samuels plays

What is amazing about this
marimbas, xylophones, and vibes
and adds distinction to the album is the effortless unity and
background with his tropical fluent, almost radiant playing.
expertise. The rhythm section is Stories Without Words is
spontaneous and catchy. The
wonderfully together thanks to
Richie Morales on drums and sounds will dazzle the jazz
Roberto Vally on bass. Some of
the best raw guitar around is that enthusiast, and for newcomers it
of Julio Fernandez. Listen
will be a great !")lace to begin. l
carefully to "Del Corazon" and always believed instrumental jazz
"Joyride." Finally, Tom Shuman music could take you places
adds the right touch on piano to
where vocal music just couldn't. I
round out this nearly perfect jazz believe it even more now.
ensemble.
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SIJorts
Field Hockey team is ready
to play in ECAC tournament
Set to play Keene State this Friday
The Bridgewater State College
field hockey team has been
selected to participate in the 1987
ECAC Division III Field Hockey
Championships marking the
ninth consecutive season the
Lady Bears have made it to
post-season
play.
The
• Championships will be held at
Plymouth State College in
Plymouth, NH on Friday and
Saturday, November 6th and 7th.
Keene State College {New
Hampshire) is the number one
seed in the tournament followed
by host Plymouth State College,
Southeastern Massachusetts
University, and Bridgewater. The
Lady Bears will play Keene State
in the opening round on
November 6th at 11 :30 a.m.
Plymouth State will then
entertain SMU at 2:00 p.m. The
championship will be played on
Saturday. November 7th at 12

Bridgewater is scheduled to play
Fitchburg State College this
afternoon (November 5th) for the
MASCAC Championship game,
although the outcome of the
game will not affect Bridgewater's
placement in the ECAC
tournament
First-year coach Judy Soderlund
is optimistic about Bridgewater's
chances in the tournament.
"We've played Plymouth State
(1-1 tie) and SMU (1-0 overtime
loss) already this season so we
know what to expect from them.
Keene State will be a very tough
game, but if we get by them we
have a good chance to win the
Photo by Michael Abusheery
championship game. Our team Members of the Water Polo team. Front (1-r) Denise Murphy, Brent Humphries, Darryl Aviza,
hasn't been beaten in the last Tom Mahoney, Matt Gillis, and Dave Savaria. Back (1-r) Coach Yeskewicz, Heather Lambert, Mark
seven games and I feel we are Patterson, Co-Capt. Scott Goodrich, Co-Capt. Bob Hoefer, Jamie Goodrich, Paul Melchin, and
peaking at the right time. I know
Dave Allen.
we'll be ready to play come
Friday."
Add to that winning streak an
eighth win in a row as the Lady
Participates in N.E. Small College Water Polo Conference
noon.
Bears defeated previously
The Lady Bears will enter undefeated Worcesfor·''Poly By Joe Yeskewicz
' second quarter, and fell behind 6-2 two goals to one for BSC in the
post-season play led by their two
Technical Tuesday afternoon, 2-0.
third period, as a goal scored by
at the halftime.
top scorers this season Andrea WPI had· been ·undefeated .and
The BSC Water Polo team
Goodrich. was not tallied. by the
BSC and Bates scored two
Erickson (18 points) and
untied in their last fourteen traveled to Bates College in
Bates score table through an
apiece in the third quarter, both
Michelle Magner (17 points).
contests prior to their loss at Lewiston, Maine this past went scoreless during the fourth error. Trinity scored four goals to
Goalkeeper Sharon Lee enters the Bridgewater State. Scoring the
weekend to compete in the New
two for the Bears, and thus BSC
period. Bates, despite being
tournament with a respectable
winning goals for Bridgewater England Small College Water
ended with two losses. Goodrich
seeded third, went on to win the
0.86 goals against average and were Kathy McGough and Wendy Polo Conference tournament.
tournament over first year entry scored four goals, Darryl Aviza
six shutouts.
Stoddard.
Despite .their being seeded first Colby.
scored two. and Gillis and Dave
with a 5-0 record, lightning
Scott Goodrich scored two goals Savaria each scored one.
struck twice, as BSC was defeated for the Bears, while Tom
One bright note for BSC was
in the second round by Bates by a Mahoney and Matt Gillis tallied the selection of Goodrich to the
score of 8-4. BSC also suffered a
All-Tournament first team. The
one each in the game~
disappointing 10-8 loss to
BSC played Trinity for third All-Tournament teams will play
Trinity for third place.
place, and scored two goals to at Harvard in exhibition games
In the Bates game, .BSC fell
T r.inity's two in the first quarter. this Sunday at 10:00 am as a
behind 3-2 in the IU'St quarter, but BSC went up 5-4 in the second preliminary game to the New
were unable to break through quarter,. and seemed to have England Water Polo Division II
Bates' defensiv~ pressure in the Trinity on the run. Trinity scored championship game.

Water Polo competes at Bates

Men's soccer ends its
season with 2•0win
over Nichols College
By Michael J~ Naff
The men's soccer team, in their
last home game of the season,
defeated the Framingham State
Rams 7-0 last Tuesday.
The Bears mounted a strong and
continous attack upon the
Framingham defenders. tallying
four times before the halftime
horn.
Forward Mike Newcomb opened
the scoring with a goal at the
12:15 mark, followed by a goal
by Co-Captain Bob Graves.
Both goals were assisted by Tim
Carey.
The third goal was booted in on
a direct kick by· Co-Captain Jeff
Terrio at the 31;38 mark during
the first half. A dandy play by
Joe Bonanno created the fourth
BSC goal. With· his back to the
1:""" Framingham goal
at midfield,
Bonanno made a blind pass to a
running Bob Graves on the far
side who then passed· to an open
Jonathan Sikes. Sikes blasted the
'' ball slightly to the right of the
Framingham goal keeper who
made the partial stop, but the ball
squirmed away from him and
· rolled into the goal.
The Bears picked up the

::~......:

momentum in the second half
with offensive charges by
Graciano Andrade and Graves.
The Bear defenders never gave the
undermanned Ram squad a chance
to mount an effective offensive
attack as Bear goalkeeper Andy
Karparis had to handle only three
shots on goal.
The Bears scored three more
times in the second half on ·the
cold and darkening·. field. John
Harper, Paul Cournoyer, and
Nick Zeoli scored with John
Sannella picking up his 2nd and
3rd assists of the game on the
last two goals.
The following Friday, the team
played at Westfield State College
and were defeated by the Owls 3-0
in a tough fought game.
On.Sunday the team traveled to
Nichols College to play their
season finale. They went out on a
winning note, defeating the
Bisons 2-1 in a defensive battle.
The Bears goals were scored by
Bonanno and Sikes.
The team finished with a 9-7-1
record. In 1988, they should.be a
force to be reckoned with because
Coach Brian Maxfield will only
be losing three seniors and they
have a deep and talented bench.

Bears upset Westfield State
Football team gains 35-7 victory
By Ray Puglisi

The Bridgewater Bears baffled
the Westfield State Owls, with
a big, 35-7 upset victory.
The Bears wasted no time in
putting points on the board
when Dan Kelley hooked up
on a 26 yard scoring strike to
Jerry McGrath, one of Kelley's
main receivers throughout the
year. Rob Charters added the
PAT to make it 7-0.
A 73-yard touchdown bomb
from Kelley to Mike B unszell
burnt the Owl secondary to
make it 14-0, as Charters
kicked his. second extra point.
Tom Egan, who led the Bears'
running attack with 57 yards
on the day, swelled the Bears'
advantage to 20 points on a 16
yard end ar0und run.

The Bears defense held the
Ow ls on their next possession
and got the ball back after four
downs.
Kelley then drove the offense
to the end zone, calling his
number on a quarterback keeper
from the one yard line. which
gave the Bears a 28-0 halftime
lead
The Owls only score came
from a defensive effort when
Bob. Hartnett recovered a
Bridgewater fumble in the
Bears end zone in the final
quarter. Jeff Rossberg added
. . Westfield's final point.
Kelley was 6-14 in the
passing department for 163
yards and three TD's. The
passing effort came behind
great blocking efforts of the
Bears offensive line, Paul Roy,

Garret Perry. Derek Wassel,
Rich Rao and Steve Ditria.
The final TD came late in the
fourth quarter when Ed Sopp
caught a short pass over the
middle for the Bears which
made it 35-7.
Defensively Bill Heydt and
Mike Gallagher each had two
interceptions, while Joe Burke
and Sean Frazier added one

apiece.
The Bears will wrap-up their
season this week against
Framingham State. The game
will be played here at BSC.
Kickoff is at 1:00 p.m .
In other action around the

league: Mass.Maritime 28,
Framingham
State
7;
Plymouth State 49, W.New
England College 7; Worcester
State 12, Fitchburg State 6.
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The Intramural Department is conducting a survey to
find out your interest and any suggestions you might
have concerning the Bridgewater State College

·By Angela Cornacchioli

Intramural program.
Please take the time to fill out this form and drop it off
in the box located outside the Intramural office in the
Kelly Gym. This is your chance to voice your ideas and
suggestions that you would like to see in the intramural
program.

The women's soccer team
made history this season after
completing their first varsity
season with a successful record of
9-3. In the MASCAC league the
team went 1-3. losing two tough
games in double overtime against
Framingham State and North
Adams State.
Last week the team had 2
wins, beating Regis College 4-2
and Salve Regina College 3-1.
Scoring in the game against
Regis were Clitis Murphy, Kara
Kennedy (2), and Donna
Mondeau. Kerri O'Rourke,
Murphy, and Janet DiGirolamo
scored against Salve Regina.
On Monday the team played
their last game away defeating
Boston University 2-0. O'Rourke
and DiGirolamo scored the
winning goals.
In a receat interview with
Coach Kathy Brophy, she was
very pleased with the way the
season went and had individual
praises for her players.
Starting goalie Leslie Cotter
(FR) had 5 shutouts· this season.
She was one of the most
improved players of the team
with an impressive 1.32 goals
against average.
Tri-Captain Nancy Powers
(JR) played starting sweeper. She
was very tough and strong
through out the season. She did
most of the corner kicks for the

Please check your answers.
( )91 ( )Grad student ( )Staff

Sex·.
( ):tviale
Do you live on campus?:
( )Yes

( )Female
( )No

Have you participated in the Intramural Program?:
( )Yes
( )No
Do you plan to participate?:

( )Yes
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Women's soccer team boosts their record to 9-3:
first season as a varsity sport a success at BSC

Intramural Survey

Year of Graduation:
( )88 ( )89 ( )90

Thursday, November 5, 1987

(.)No

If no, what are your reasons?:
( )Nothing interests you
( )Times they are offered
( )Unaware of other offerings
What activities interest you?:
( )Basketball
( )Flag Football
( )Indoor Soccer
( )Water Polo
( )Softball
( )Street Hockey
( )Volleyball
c· )Ultimate Frisbee
( )Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Kerry McGovern (SO), was a
Coach Brophy commented on her
play saying, "(I'm) looking
powerful player upfront. She is a
very skilled dribbler and goes
forward to having her back next
through any defense.
season."
Tri-Captain Donna Mondeau
Karen Calabrese (SO) was
"on a mission in every game."
(SR) worked well with her
She would be told to mark a
teammates, she always psyched
player and never let them score . the team up mentally.
and succeeded well at this task.
Tri-Captain Martha Smith
(JR) was a defin:1 te leader on and
Calabrese also .brought comic
off the field. Halfway through the
relief to the team.
season she started training to be a
Dana Khouri (JR), one of the
most skilled defenders, was good · goal keeper.
at controlling the ball upfield and
The substitute players worked
distributing it out.
well supporting their teammates
and continuing the job they
Kara Kennedy (FR), the
fastest runner on the team, is a started.
Diane Gallo (SO) showed
transfer student from Radford
great speed in games. Lynri ~
University, Virginia (an NCAA
Division I school). Kennedy had Lumsden (JR) was very coachable
a clutch goal against Regis and played where ever she was
needed. Marie Burke (SO) was a
College, a diving header to break
fast runner, playing well.
the tie.
Chris Murphy (SO), was "fun
to coach." She always did what
Marie Farrar (FR) was the
she was told, helped control the
back up goalie for the team.
ball midfield, and set the tempo
Tracey Kiernan (FR), nicknamed
upfield. Murphy had a key assist "Chilly" never missed a practice
against Southern Maine.
or game. Sue Pollard (SO) gave
Julie Deschenes (SO) was a
100 percent when she played.
very skilled midfielder. Brophy Cindy Manning (SO) played
jokingly said that "beacuse defenderand was hard to beat when
Deschenes is an Aviation major, in the game.
the team has to remind her to
Brophy said, "the team as a
keep her mind in the game and
whole pulled together as one. It
not on planes."
was a very fulfulling season."
.Kerri O'Rourke (FR) worked When asked about next year's
, h~r· w~y into th~ starting iine up. season, Brophy replied that she
She is a very fast runner and is
"can't wait." She will be
good at crossing the ball.
encouraging her. players to play
Janet DiGirolamo (JR), was in summer leagues this year.

~m~·.'JO~n-:a~-~v,ery{I····'·...~..

woui<f you partlctpate in afte
( )Yes

Some lingering thoughts on the 1987 Baseball Season

Any other suggestions that you feel would make a better

intramural program?:

By Robert E. Stilwell

Where have you seen Intramural postings?:
(
(
(
(
(

)Gym lobby
)Dom1s
) Word of mouth
)Comment
)Other:

BRIDGEWATER STATE SCOREBOARD

Football

Men's Soccer

varsity

BSC 2- Nichols College

o

BSC 35- Westfield State 7 Women's Soccer
Junior Varsity
BSC 2 - Boston University O
BSC 21- Coast Guard 0 Field Hockey
BSC 2- W.P.I. 0
Women's Tennis
1

BSC 8 - Fitchburg State 1
BSC 8 - Stonehill College 1
RUGBY
The men's rugby club traveled
· to Canada this past weekend to
play Bishop's University. The
Visigoths lost a tough battle to
the Canadian ruggers. The game
came down to Bishop's winning
the game 10-8 because of a scored
conversion kick to give them an
extra two points.
In the first half, Bishop's scored
a try to lead 4-0. The conversion
· kick, which would later come
back to haunt BSC, was good

Men's Rugby
Bishop's Univ. 1O- BSC 8
putting Bishop"s up· 6-0. Back
Chiis Murphy was .successful in
running in a 4 point try to gain
up on Bishop's.
During the second half, Tim

Dever scored another try to pull
the Visigoths ahead 8-6.
Unfortunately Bishop's came
back with the last try of the day
to win 10-8.
The men's rugby club will
host New England· College this
Satiuklny at 1:00.

The 1987 World Series was a
lot like the N.B.A. _playoffs: the
home team won every game and
hardly anybody cared. It was the
"unclassic. 11 a battle between two
almost starless teams loaded with
weaknesses.
Here are a few records broken
by the "Champs," The Minnesota
Twins: this was the first World
Series in which every game was
won by the home team; the
Twins had the worst regular
season record (85-77 .525) of any
division winner; they had the
highest E.R.A. (4.63) of any
series champ; and they were the
only team to make it to the series
after beirig outscored (806-786) in
the regular season; .Before one
thinks that I'm a Cardinal fan,
whi.ch I ·am, I have to say that
had they won the ·series, the
numbers would have been just as
bad. It was. so bad for the
Cardinals that they lost their las,t

SPORTS SHORTS
;-,I,

CROSSjCOUNTRY

twelve games ii). "dumpy-domes"
(Houston, Montreal, and Minnesota). I don't intend to downplay
the World Series, but what I'm
trying to say is that the game has
changed dramatically for the
worse.
Pitching performances were
worse than any other year, which
leads to the "livelier" ball
controversy. We don't ne·ect
physicists from all over the
country to do tests on the ball
and report their inconclusive
findings to Commissioner
Ueberoth, who, himself, has been
accused of making it livelier to
increase the number of home runs
and attendance.
Who can forget when Joe
Niekro threw his emery board on
the field· and the umpiie threw
him out of the game or when
Don Sutton was caught by
television cameras scuffing the
ball· with a piece of sandpaper?
These were just two of the many
and sixth, Rich ~:1cCormack.
, On Saturday, October 31, the
women raced the hilly course at
Green Hill Park in Worcester.
Placing first for the team was
Cheryl Corbett, second, JoAnn
Anderson, third, Beth Mosher,
fourth Heather MacLellan, and
fifth LeeAnne Travelo.

The .~en's and women's cross
country teams competed in the
New England Championship
races lastweek.
On Friday, October 30, the
men's team raced at Franklin Park
in Boston. Finishing first for the
team was Norm Atchue, second, Volleyball
Tom Keating, third, Mel
Last week. the team played two
Gonsalves, fourth, Mi.ke very competitive games against
Kearnan, fifth, Joe MacDonald, MASCAC teams. On Friday, the

incidents of pitchers scuffing the
ball. The corked bat incidents are
too pathetic to even talk about.
As the homcrun power increased, the beanball incidents
began, which resulted in the barbaric free-for-alls which usually
pitted a thin-framed pitcher
against a 220 pound slugger.
In conclusion, who needs all
this?! Whatever happened to the
real game of baseball where
players played for fun and not for
the money and spotlight. As a
baseball fan, I hope to see
Commissioner Ueberoth resolve
Lhese problems and capture the
beauty and fun that the baseball
ofold exhibited.
My prediction for the 1988
season: the Boston Red Sox. vs.
the San Francisco Giants with
the Sox winning in six games.
Bob Stanley will be on the
mound to nail it down in the
sixth game with Bill Buckner •--watching it on T.V.

team beat North Adams 3 games
to 1. BSC opened with a 15-7
win, then North Adams won
15-4. BSC won the next two
with the scores 15-6 and 15:-0..
Sunday, the team traveled to
Westfield State College only to
be disappointed losing a close
match 3 games to 2. Westfield
stole 3 close games from BSC
winning 15-3, 16-14, and 16-4.
BSC won two games with a

15-11 score.
)
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The Comment

Classified
PART

TIME

• HOME

MAILING PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. West, Boxx 5877,
Hillside, NJ 07205.
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly
at home! Write: P .0.Box 17,
Clark, NJ 07066

TRAVEL FIELD OPPOR
-TUNITY. Gain valuable
marketing experience while
earning money. Campus
representatives needed immed iately for spring break trips to
Florida. Call Campus
Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.
. - TUTORING
FOR:
Reading, Studying (let me be
your study group!!) and term
paper writing. Karen Heller
Stone, M.Ed., call 697-0131
TUTOR WANTED: Early
education student to tutor first
grade child. Call 697-2003.
FOR RENT: Third floor
private estate. Male or female.
$290 per month includes
everything. Call 559-1565.
EARN· A FREE TRIP to

Jamaica for Spring Break 1988!
Contact Sun Splash Tours at
1-800-426-7710
or
1-212-967-4854.

Thursday, November 5, 1987

Ann oun cem ents
McAuliffe Scholarship
The Department of Academic
Affairs, in conjunction with the
Office of Financial Aid, is
pleased to announce that
applications are now being
accepted for the Christa
McAuliffe Teacher Incentive
Grant Program for 1987-88.
This program is sponsored by the
Board of Regents and is designed
to provide grants of $1,000 to
students in Massachusetts
colleges and universities who
agree to teach in a public
educational system in the
Commonwealth.
Students who are interested in
applying for this grant must be
in either their junior or senior
year, and enrolled in a full time
program of study resulting· in
eligibility
for
teacher
certification.
Interested
applicants must also demonstrate
financial need as defined by the
Financial Aid Office.
Applications are available in
the Office of Academic Affairs
and the Financial Aid Office for
those students who meet the
above criteria. The deadline for
completed applications is
Monday, November 16th.
Any student who is interested
in further information before
applying should contact the

~LAX

AT
TAUNTON WOODS

-·~.~-

At Taunton Woods, you'll discover
the luxury, .comfort and convenience of modern living. Spacious
one, two and three bedroom
apartments nestled in among the
pines and conveniently located
just minutes from Route 24, Route
495 and the center of Taunton.
Stop by our marketing office and
view our model home, or call for
our brochure. And relax at Taunton Woods.
• Private balcony or patio
• Wired for cable TV

• Recreation center
• Tennis court
• lnground pool with spacious
deck area
1 bedroom starting from $630.00
2 bedrooms starting from $725.00
3 bedrooms starting from $785.00
Units Available On Open Occupancy .. Basis

..~

Marketing Qffice and Model
Home open daily 11 a. m.. to 5
p.m., Wednesday and Thursday
until 7 p.m .

•• .••••• ••, ••

'laul1tonWoo3s

,'.''

i:

._,_

640 County Street (Route .140)
Taunton, MA 02780

617-880~0006
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Financed by·
Massachusetts Housing
Finance Agency

Financial Aid Office as soon as
possible.
Quebec Exchange - Students
interested in spending a semester
or a year at a Canadian University
in the Province of Quebec, see
Professor John Myers at the
Academic Advising Center from
8:30-11:30 a.m., on Monday, Wednesday or Friday, or pick up
information at the Canadian
Studies Office, 209 Tillinghast
Hall.

Study Abroad Slide and
Discussion
Program Monday, November 9, 1987, 4
p.m. - 5 p.m., Media Services
Preview Area, lower level,
Maxwell Library - What is it
really like to live and study in
China? An informal slide and
discussion program will be
presented by the International
Student Center and will highlii!ht
the experiences of several
students who have participated in
the Study Abroad Exchange

Program between Shanxi
Teachers University and
Bridgewater State College. All
are invited. Watch for similar
programs on the Oldenburg,
Crewe+Alsager, and Canadian.
Exchanges.

Lucas. Cash bar with proper ID.
Tickets can be purchased in front
of bookstore or in the Alumni
Relations Office in the Student
Union. Ticket price: $3.00 in
advance, $4.00 at the door.

I

ESSAYS I REPORTS
Financial Aid - is being
disbursed for Fall '87 semester in
the Office of Student Accounts,
Boyden Hall between 9 - 4:30
Monday through Friday. BSC
I.D. needed to receive check.

The

Class

of

1988

200

Days Countdown Party Come celebrate our last 200 days
together. There are a limited
amount of tickets, so get them
soon! This event will be held on
Friday, November 6 from
8:00pm-12:00am. Entertainment
provided by DJ's Ken (Caveman)
Fraser and Scott (Shaboom)

16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with . Visa/MC or COO

MNll
.Sq"q:~~J;;~~?2
Or, rush

S2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

REMOUE UNWANTED
HAIR
PERMANENTLY
WITH ELECTROLYSIS
Individualized Needles
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Call Carol Souza,
Registered Electrologist
453 South St.
East Raynham.MA
822-7624

- the
In 1985, a controversial novel portrayed
wild, excessive lives of the kids
in Beverty Hills.

On Friday, November 6th, brace yourself
for the motion picture.

ANDREW McCARllfY
JAMI GERlZ

ROBERT DOWNE'( JR

LES S

THA

ZER O

